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ABSTRACT

video frame from our interactive livestream featuring S’mores Bot.
Twitch could click the locations of the ingredient names to dispense
in real time. The center platform rotates with a plate and bowl, one
with the name of the host that will eat it.

Breakfast Bot is a series of
interactive, collaborative streaming
events that invites a Twitch audience
to collaborate on making breakfasts,
snacks, or meals for the stream hosts
(Megan Jedrysiak and Jackson
Ammenheuser) to eat. Twitch users
submit commands to Breakfast Bot
through a streaming, gamiﬁed food
preparation interface. This interface
includes components of video streaming
and physical food preparation devices.
Breakfast Bot explores semi-anonymous
collective care and encourages a
feeling of consequence through online

interactions. This project was
conceived and created during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with many travel and
social distancing restrictions put in
place across the globe. In this time
where many feel isolated, this project
counters that isolation by encouraging
a place to gather, collaborate, and
care through sharing a meal online. In
addition to current circumstances, we
believe this project has further
implications in the growing trend of
single person households and can also
serve those who wish to connect with
friends and loved ones who are
geographically distanced.

INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to foster deeper and more
unique experiences of human interaction
online, we’ve developed Breakfast Bot.
Our project simulates and ampliﬁes the
experience of preparing and sharing a
meal with friends. We seek to use the
best parts of machines: allowing humans
to connect with one another. We
purposefully set up humans as the input
and output (Twitch audience and artist
hosts) and technology as the medium for
the action to create a meaningful
exploration of online interactions and
connection.
Breakfast Bot allows us to explore
deeper into the actions and motivations
of our online audience. The available
ingredients chosen for each stream are
intended on a type of gamiﬁcation,
allowing for a range of positive and
negative food experiences. This
gamiﬁcation allows the Twitch audience
to create drama, consider care, and
interact with other users to make a
more collaborative creative effort.
When choosing dishes to prepare we
purposely choose ingredients that might
not go well together, like salt in
s’mores or an excess of jalapeños on a
dish. Unconventional ingredients can
still add pleasant interest to a dish,
but portion is up to viewer discretion.
We also clearly label who is eating
from which plate, bowl, or cup. Will
these anonymous strangers choose to
create dishes that are typically tasty?
Will their actions differ for each
host’s dishes? Would the same choice be
made if the foods were simulated or the
hosts not present? Over the course of
this project we will be streaming
periodically and diving deeper into
these questions.

ART + CULTURAL REFERENCES

Commensality is the practice of eating
with other people. Digital commensality

is eating and drinking together through
the incorporation of technology.
During the pandemic, traditional
commensality with people outside of our
households has become challenging.
Across the globe, people are
increasingly living in single person
households due to changes in
institutional arrangements, demographic
behaviors, and labor migration [1].
Unfortunately this means that many
people in single-person households are
missing out on the beneﬁts of
commensality that affect a person’s
nutrition and their overall social and
emotional well-being [2].
Some who wish to simulate traditional
commensality may participate in digital
commensality through mukbang or
skeat-ing. Mukbang is a Korean
livestream video performance where the
host eats various quantities of food in
front of the camera. The mukbang host
chats and interacts with viewers.
Skeat-ing is a portmanteau of Skype and
eating, where participants Skype with a
friend or family member while eating
together. People have used mukbang and
skeat-ing to address feelings of
loneliness or boredom while eating
alone.
The need and interest in more immersive
food experiences have emerged. In April
2020, Airbnb launched Online
Experiences, a platform where hosts
connect with a small group of guests
over Zoom. These guests can be from
anywhere in the world with Internet
access. Out of the 600 OE’s offered,
32% were food-related. The OE’s
offered involve food preparation and
tasting together with the hosts and
other Zoom guests. Through digital
commensality and the purely digital
format, OE guests express feelings of
positive sociality, bonding with
others, accomplishment, and a sense of
escape [3].

affect and control Breakfast Bot’s food
Aside from digital commensality and
food related experiences, people have
turned to broader ways to socialize

preparation. These viewers’ digital
interactions must take place in order
for Breakfast Bot to work. Further, it

virtually. People played and visited

is understood that hosts will try to

each other in games like Animal
Crossing or other cooperative or

eat the entirety of their labelled
portions on stream. Therefore, viewers’

competitive games together. Highly

digital interactions have real

social games like Among Us grew in
popularity where many made new friends
or formed deeper bonds with existing

experiential and social consequences on
the Breakfast Bot hosts.

ones. The popularity was also supported

Other artworks we ﬁnd useful for future

by the surge in online streamers

study include Risa Puno’s One From Many

playing Animal Crossing and Among Us

[6]. The project consists of 6 cast

[4].
Social simulation and slow progression

iron pans melded together with open
barriers. The project is performed when
6 cooks from different cultures prepare

games like Animal Crossing offer a

a dish on the pan at the same time.

sense of community, escape, and
achievement. Many turned to it for a

Then, the public is invited to taste
from different sections on the pan.

feeling of empowerment or to connect

Without the barriers on the pans,

with others they couldn’t see
otherwise. During its release in March

unexpected ﬂavors merge with each
other. The format allows for

2020, Animal Crossing: New Horizons
became the No. 1 most talked-about game

collaboration, negotiation, and
collective expression to happen while

in the world overthrowing Fate/Grand

allowing each cook to preserve their

Order (who held the title for almost 2

distinct identity.

years) and Fortnite [5].

In contrast, viewers in our Breakfast

Because of the popularity and impact of

Bot stream have the ability to

these social games and food-related

participate anonymously. So viewers can

interactions, we feel that our
Breakfast Bot will resonate with

choose to make less “good” meals in
their collaboration with other viewers.

viewers. We wish to bring the
multisensorial quality and sociability

Their attitude towards the food may
also be different than if they had it

of the Airbnb OE’s, mukbang, and
skeat-ing into our Breakfast Bot
streams by further encouraging
collaboration, expressing the taste and

in their hands. Viewers may be less
careful in regards to food waste and
food quality preparation, as they have
less ability to respond to ingredients

quality of the food in our on-stream
performance, and by sharing artistic
representations and writing about each

in a traditional, multi-sensory way.
Viewers cannot smell the food to
perceive if it is done or taste the

Breakfast Bot food experience with
viewers.

food to see if it is properly seasoned.
Additionally, because of the barrier of
being a livestream, viewers may not

While Breakfast Bot is reminiscent of
Animal Crossing, mukbang, Airbnb OE’s,
and food preparation games, it allows

care as much if the quality of the food
they present to the users is “good”.
Typically viewers in-person might wish

for digital interactions to manifest in
physical space in a social context.
Viewers can directly and anonymously

to present others with good and
pleasant food experiences. The
objective in the digital food

preparation may change to something
more expressive, leaning more on
viewers’ audiovisual perceptions.

part of the gamiﬁcation experience is
attempting to time the ingredient
output with the desired placement on

Viewers must coordinate and receive
feedback from Breakfast Bot hosts to

the platter. Each ingredient has a
preset cooldown time to alert viewers

perceive the taste of the dish.

that they have pressed the button but
also prevents single users from

HOW VIEWERS INTERACT WITH

spamming commands.

BREAKFAST BOT

The general audience experiences the
Breakfast Bot stream as Twitch users.
The Breakfast Bot stream uses a similar
format to video game streams typical on
Twitch. The video stream consists of
two video feeds overlaid on each other.
The main, larger video feed shows an
overhead view of the Breakfast Bot
preparation (See Figure
food dispensing devices
around a large rotating
contain bowls, cups, or

2). Different
are placed
pan that may
plates. The

second, smaller video stream features
the stream hosts. During the food
preparation portion, the hosts discuss
and react to the food preparation
executed by the viewers. The stream
hosts may comment on the excess of a
certain ingredient or express that
they’d like more of another ingredient.
The stream hosts may also chat or
answer questions that viewers write
into chat.
Viewers can affect the dispensing of
certain ingredients from the Breakfast
Bot devices by either entering a text
command in chat or clicking on a button
overlaid on the video stream. The text
command relates directly to the
ingredient. So if a viewer types “milk”
in the chat, the device will dispense a
preset portion of milk. Milk will also
be dispensed if a viewer clicks the
“milk” button on the stream overlay.
The stream overlay input data is
collected through the Twitch Heat
extension, sent to Python script, that
goes to Arduino, and onto the speciﬁc
food dispensing devices. Since the main
food platter is continuously rotating,

Viewers can dispense food or liquid
ingredients from several choices
available to them on the stream. The
available ingredients vary from stream
to stream. Ingredients may also be
based on audience feedback. Generally
the available ingredients correspond to
a certain dish. For example, chocolate,
marshmallows, graham crackers, salt,
and sprinkles are provided for s’mores.
Choices of cereal, fruit, milk, spices,
and coffee are available in another
stream. The hosts watch and discuss as
Breakfast Bot and viewers make food.
Hosts comment and interact with the
audience as they make the food. Stream
hosts react to viewers’ choices as they
make the dish. After completing food
preparation, the stream hosts eat the
food that the Twitch audience prepared
for them. The stream hosts give
feedback on how the food tastes and
consider the overall journey of the
food preparation. They also receive
feedback from the Twitch audience on
what they would like to make for the
next Breakfast Bot streaming event.

Figure 2: Video still frame of Breakfast Bot stream. Chat text command “FIREEEEEE”
by chat viewer bretagnemae triggers butane torch response for a couple seconds. Five
clickable buttons are overlaid over the main video feed. These control each
respective device. Three of the clickable buttons shown are on cooldown, featuring
just a number and not the name of the ingredient.

VIEWERS’ EXPERIENCE

We asked 8 of our friends, family
members, and colleagues who
participated in our stream to ﬁll out
an anonymous survey. Overall, the
viewers expressed feelings of
collaboration, connectivity, and
excitement in their participation of
the Breakfast Bot stream. Viewers
overwhelmingly reported that the stream
felt collaborative.
When asked about commensality habits,
most viewers reported that they would
eat out often with out-of-household
friends or family members before the
pandemic. However, most said they did
not “skeat” with family or friends
during the pandemic. But those who did
skeat, reported skeating more often
during the pandemic.

Most viewers reported having watched
mukbang or other eating videos. All
viewers reported enjoyment playing food
preparation video games like Overcooked
or Cooking Mama.
In regard to sociability, all viewers
reported feeling a high level of
connection with stream hosts during the
stream and at least some connection
with other food collaborators. Further
analysis will have to be drawn from a
wider, more anonymous group of people
to assess their feeling of connection
to stream hosts.
All viewers reported feeling at least
some sense of accomplishment at the end
of the stream. When asked about their
sense of accomplishment, one viewer
reported “It was cool to see the
collaborative effort of everyone come

together. It was nice to see digital
actions become physical interactions.”

give the different hosts ingredients
that I thought they’d enjoy more, so I
made them different.”

When asked about stream ingredients,
all viewers reported feeling more

Another viewer reported that “after we

excitement about adding an unpleasant
or unexpected ingredient than adding a

had added something like too much salt
to the dish we felt a little bad after

conventional ingredient (See Figure 3).

the initial humor wore off.” This shows

One viewer commented, “adding
unconventional ingredients is kinda fun
because it’s something unexpected. And

the agency viewers felt from adding
ingredients. This user still empathized
with the stream hosts after their

it would be really cool if the
unexpected ingredient actually made the

action, resulting in a feeling of
consequence through their actions

dish better for the host”.

online.

Some viewers tried to make dishes

These two comments verify that viewers

different for each user and some tried

attempted to make both pleasant and

to make the dishes uniformly for both
stream hosts (See Figure 4). One viewer
reported the reason they gave different
ingredients to each host: “I wanted to

unpleasant food experiences for the
stream hosts. Viewers showed a strong
interest in adding unconventional
ingredients.

Figure 3: Survey response data based on asking viewers to describe their levels of
excitement for adding an unpleasant or unexpected ingredient.

Figure 4: Survey response data based on asking viewers to describe how differently
they added ingredients to each individual stream host’s food.

OUR ONGOING PRACTICE +
QUESTIONS

Breakfast Bot is an initiative
developed over the course of Laboratory
Residency in early 2021. Our intention
is to continue to run Breakfast Bot
events as an ongoing practice.

reviews of each dish. Each dish review
will be based on the same base review
criteria: aesthetics, taste, smell,
joy, texture, quality over time,
uniqueness, and drama. This gives the
readers a chance to clearly contrast
the experience of each dish with
others. Our photos may also provide

Twitch users. We will continue to add

graphic clarity that wasn’t available
on stream. The booklet can serve as a
record for viewers who have
participated in the streams but want to

new cooking equipment to our stream and
diversify the types of dishes that will
be available to our audience to create.

different way than on stream. This
simple and graphic format might

The type of food preparation will
evolve as we develop experiences in
collaboration with our audience and

For example, we’ve added a new rotating
oven and ingredients based on audience
feedback. We plan on continuing to use
audience feedback as this allows for a

revisit the ﬂavors and experience in a

encourage a differentiating type of
experience.
In upcoming streams we wish to explore

more collaborative process.

a broader range of foods, including
foods that are more culturally relevant

We will continue to collect data about
user experience to inform interested
readers as well as create a more
collaborative environment for our

to ourselves and viewers. We plan to

Breakfast Bot stream. We’d like to put
together an artistic collection of our
collaborative meals into a booklet with
photos, descriptions, and our personal

invite other hosts to join us to share
their food experience on stream. More
experimentation could be done on
creating more expressive food
preparation on stream for viewers. We’d
like to create more drama in the food
preparation. This could be achieved

with more unconventional or unpleasant
ingredients, timing challenges, and an
even larger selection of available
ingredients with no clear direction of
the intended dish.
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